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Abstract: This paper presents a literature survey conducted for research oriented developments made till. The
significance of this paper would be to provide a deep rooted understanding and knowledge transfer regarding
existing approaches for gene sequencing and alignments using Smith Waterman algorithms and their respective
strengths and weaknesses. In order to develop or perform any quality research it is always advised to conduct
research goal oriented literature survey that could facilitate an in depth understanding of research work and an
objective can be formulated on the basis of gaps existing between present requirements and existing
approaches. Gene sequencing problems are one of the predominant issues for researchers to come up with
optimized system model that could facilitate optimum processing and efficiency without introducing overheads
in terms of memory and time. This research is oriented towards developing such kind of system while taking into
consideration of dynamic programming approach called Smith Waterman algorithm in its enhanced form
decorated with other supporting and optimized techniques. This paper provides an introduction oriented
knowledge transfer so as to provide a brief introduction of research domain, research gap and motivations,
objective formulated and proposed systems to accomplish ultimate objectives.
Keywords: Smith-Waterman (SW), Multiple-Instruction, Multiple-Data (MIMD), Single Instruction, Multiple
Data (SIMD), Smith-Waterman algorithm (SW), Diagonal Parallel Sequencing and Alignment Approach
(DPSAA).

I. INTRODUCTION
Genome sequencing is figuring out the order of DNA nucleotides, or bases, in a genome-the order of
As, Cs, Gs, and Ts that make up an organism's DNA. The human genome is made up of over 3 billion of these
genetic letters. Today, DNA sequencing on a large scale necessary for ambitious projects such as sequencing an
entire genome is mostly done by high-tech machines. Much as your eye scans a sequence of letters to read a
sentence, these machines "read" a sequence of DNA bases. A DNA sequence that has been translated from life's
chemical alphabet into our alphabet of written letters might look like this:
That is, in this particular piece of DNA, an adenine (a) is followed by a guanine (G), which is followed
by a thymine (T), which in turn is followed by a cytosine(C), another cytosine(C), and so on. Sequencing the
genome is an important step towards understanding it. At the very least, the genome sequence will represent a
valuable shortcut, helping scientists find genes much more easily and quickly. A genome sequence does contain
some clues about where genes are, even though scientists are just learning to interpret these clues. Scientists also
hope that being able to study the entire genome sequence will help them understand how the genome as a whole
works-how genes work together to direct the growth, development and maintenance of an entire organism.
Finally, genes account for less than 25 percent of the DNA in the genome, and so knowing the entire
genome sequence will help scientists study the parts of the genome outside the genes. This includes the
regulatory regions that control how genes are turned on and off, as well as long stretches of "nonsense" or
"junk" DNA-so called because we don't yet know what, if anything, it does.
This is matter of fact that as per increase in computational necessities and problems allied with such
huge computation, there has been alarming for coming up with certain optimum approach to perform
computation task. On the other hand numerous systems in applications demand better computational approach
for computing certain task in minimum time requirement and with enhanced performance. Certain applications
like aligning genomes in certain sequential format, it is first required to compute the optimum alignment
position and likelihood. But in general there are huge data sets to be processed to get the exact alignment of
genes or segments. Therefore there is the need to develop an enhanced system that can accomplish such task.
This research work has been motivated by this requirement. The ascending section discussed the key
components or gene sequencing and alignment with parallel programming or alignment paradigm.
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A. Sequence Alignment
In the field of Bioinformatics, in general the sequence alignment is defined as an approach for
performing arrangement of sequences of RNA, DNA or other protein so as to identify the regions of similarity
that could be certain consequences of operational, functional, architectural or even existing evolutionary
relationships existing between the considered genomic sequences. Associated genomic sequences of proteins
such as nucleotide or amino acid remains are characteristically presented as various rows inside a matrix. The
existing gaps in sequences are in general inserted in between the remains so as to align the identical characters
in its successive columns. The process of sequential alignments are employed in applications related to nonbiological sequences and few of the dominant fields where it is being employed are natural language or for
processing huge financial data. In case two queries or the sequences are in certain alignment when sharing the
common antecedent then it could cause mismatches and it can be efficiently interpreted as certain specific point
mutations and gaps I terms of indels which are nothing else but the insertion or deletion kind of mutations
process and thus it is introduced in one or mutual ancestry in the time as they have been diverged from each
other. In the process of sequence alignments, especially in proteins, the factor called degree of similarity
existing between various amino acids while taking space of a specific position in the query or gene sequence
might be interpreted as a coarse computation of how preserve a scrupulous region or succession design is
amongst lineages. The nonexistence of processes such as substitutions or the occurrence of merely very
conventional substitutions which is nothing else but the substitution of amino acids possessing its side chains as
similar biochemical characteristics in a specific region of the query or sequence, recommend that this region
possesses architectural and operational or functional significance. Since, the bases of DNA and
RNA nucleotide are in general similar to each other as compared to the other amino acids; the preservation of
base pairs might point toward a comparable operational or functional or architectural role.
B. Alignment Methods
This is the matter of fact that the sequences of very small size can be aligned by hands, but then while,
majority of the appealing issues need the alignment of higher length query, exceedingly changeable or
enormously frequent sequences which can’t be performed for alignments solely by means of any human effort.
As an alternative, the knowledge of human is implemented for constructing programs or algorithms to generate
high-quality and precise sequential alignments, and sporadically in arranging the ultimate results to reproduce
designs which are intricate for presenting algorithmically and it becomes much complicate in case of nucleotide
sequences. In general there are two broad computational categories of sequence alignment generally, first states
for global alignments while another refers for local alignments. Estimating by approach of global alignment is
nothing else but a scheme for global optimization that enforces the genomic alignment to spread across whole
length of query sequences. By disparity, the approach of local alignments describes the regions of connection
existing within long genomic sequences which are in general divergent. In fact the approach of local alignment
is always recommended, but it might be even more intricate to estimate due to the additional confronts of
identifying the various regions of similarity. A number of computational approaches have been developed and
have been implemented to the problem of sequence alignment. These algorithms encompass slow but properly
accurate schemes such as dynamic programming. These also comprised of highly robust, effective and heuristic
algorithms and approaches developed for large-scale database search which is not supposed to deliver guarantee
matches.
C. Representations
The genomic alignments are in general stated both graphically. In majority of sequences the
presentation of sequence alignment are written in certain defined rows so that the designed or aligned residues
comes out to be in the fashion of consecutive columns. In text sequences or formats, the aligned columns
encompassed with similar characters are presented with a model of conservation symbols. A number of
sequence visualization paradigms also takes into consideration of color for displaying information about the
characteristics of the personage sequence elements; in DNA and RNA sequences, this equalizes the assigning
individual nucleotide in its own inherent color. In protein alignments, the specific color is in general employed
for indicating amino acid characteristics for aiding in judging the preservation of the provided amino acid
substitution. In case of multiple queries or sequences the last row in individual column is generally states for
the accord sequence estimated by performing alignment; the accord sequence is also always indicated in
graphical format with a succession logo where the size of individual nucleotide or amino acid in correspondence
is associated with its degree of preservation or conservation.
The sequential alignments might be effectively stored in a extensive categories of text-based data
formats, numerous of those are mainly developed in combination with a explicit alignment paradigm. Majority
of web-based tools permit a confined amount of inputs and outputs data r file formats, few of the predominant
formats are FASTA format and GenBank format and the results are not effortlessly editable. A number of
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conversion approaches or paradigms are there which delivers graphical and/or command line interfaces that are
accessible like READSEQ and EMBOSS. In spite of these there exist numerous programming packages that
facilitate such kind of conversion operations like BioPerl and BioRuby.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Driga, A. et al [35] advocated for a pair wise series sequencing approach functional for homology
search in bioinformatics and large data sequences or datasets. In case of two datasets in case of two DNA
strands or sequences of query length m and n, the full-matrix, dynamic programming (DP) sequential alignment
approaches like Needleman-Wunsch and Smith-Waterman consume time of O(mn) and takes into consideration
of a prohibitive O(n) space factor. The implementation of Hirschberg's algorithm has exhibited a great extent of
reduction in memory occupancy to the level of O(min(m,n)), but still this approach needs approximately twice
the needs as made by full-matrix approach. The implementation of fast linear space alignment (FastLSA)
paradigm efficiently adapts to the quantity of memory accessible by trading memory space for further function.
FastLSA algorithm can effectively consider the implementation of either linear or quadratic block or space,
which do depends on the quantity of space available. This work illustrated itself as better for optimized caching
facility and a fast processing algorithm. The implementation of wave front parallelization causes the fast process
in this algorithm.
Oliver, T.F et al [36] presented a new approach to bio-sequence database scanning using reconfigurable field-programmable gate array (FPGA)-based hardware platforms to accomplish higher results
with minimum possible cost investment. Highly effective process of mapping in Smith-Waterman approach
while employing fine-grained and established mechanism and processing for elements (PEs) which are prepared
for certain parameters of a sequence or query was developed. In their work, they employed the approach of
customization feasibility and possibilities present at run time for reconfiguring the processing elements
dynamically. The implementation of FPGA with developed scheme came out with approximate 170 linear gap
penalties while in case of affine group it came out to be 125. In this work the author illustrated the approach in
which the run-time reconfiguration be employed for additional performance enhancements.
Hsien-Yu Liao et al [37] advocated a scheme for biological gene sequence using SmithWaterman algorithm which takes into consideration of the dynamic programming approach possessing higher
sensitivity. In their work, they facilitated a significant enhancement in enhancing execution speed and it
exhibited its superiority over the conventional sequential approach, while preserving similarity in its functional
and performance sensitivity.
Arpit, G. et al [38] developed a noble architecture called Diagonal Linear Space Alignment algorithm
that was the enhanced form of FastLSA. The unique and robust approach developed was capable of performing
with higher datasets sizes. Then also this approach performs process for storing data of the diagonals of
the Dynamic Programming matrix in different way as it is done with FastLSA that exhibits storing of the rows
and columns. The researchers have analytically and experimentally proved that their algorithm performs better
than FastLSA.
Jha, S. et al [39] developed a better approach using certain privacy preserving based system
implementation of basic genomic estimation and processing like the estimation of distance and SmithWaterman correspondence scores existing amid two query sequences. The approach advocated represents the
secure approach with crypto graphically scheme and it was more robust and implementable as compared to
other existing approaches. The implementation of their developed prototype was evaluated with respect to the
sequences from the database called Pfam that represents a protein family. They illustrated that its performance is
sufficient for exhibiting real-world sequence-alignment and associated issues in a privacy-preserving approach.
Additionally, their developed scheme encompasses more biological computations. The goal they emphasized
was to accomplish certain efficient, privacy-preserving system consideration and its implementation for
numerous dynamic programming approaches over certain datasets.
Gardner-Stephen et al [40] developed an algorithm for genomic and proteomic sequencing called
DASH. The developed scheme consequences into better performance in terms of higher execution speed as
compared to reference system NCBI-BLAST 2.2.6. The implementation of dynamic programming causes much
enhancement that enhanced system for its highly robust and effective items exploration. Improving the
efficiency of DP provides an opportunity to increase sensitivity, or significantly reduce search times and help
offset the effects of the enduring high rate growth with varying datasets of different sizes.
Aji, A.M. et al [41] presented n extremely glowing well prepared organize parallelization of the SmithWaterman algorithm at the Cell Broadband Engine phase, a new cross multicore structural design that constrain
the
3 (PS3) play game comfort and the
, that presently powers
the greatest supercomputer into the world,
on
. During an
inventive mapping of the most favorable Smith-Waterman algorithm on top of a cluster of PlayStation PS3
nodes, in this research completion delivers twenty one to fifty five folds up speed above an elevated end
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multicore structural design as well as up to
speed-up in excess of the PowerPC processor inside the
. Subsequently, the researchers estimated the trade-offs flanked through their Smith- Waterman completion
on the Cell with obtainable software in adding up to hardware implementations as well as illustrated that the
explanation achieves the most outstanding performance-to-price ratio, whilst aligning realistic series dimension
and generating or forming the authentic alignments. At last, the researchers demonstrated that the low-cost
explanation on a
cluster advance the speed of
while attain ideal compassion. To enumerate the
association between the 2 algorithms in conditions of speed as well as sensitivity, the researchers formally
describe as well as enumerate the sensitivity of homology investigate techniques so that trade-offs among
sequence-search explanation can be appraise in a quantitative method.
Popescu, M. et al [42] advocated a standard word sequence alignment approach on the basis of fuzzy
kind of Smith-Waterman (SW) dynamic programming approach. The word similarity matrix used in computing
the sequence alignment is calculated based on domain ontology (taxonomy). The fuzzy version of the SW
algorithm is designed to accommodate words not present in the initial dictionary used to pre-compute the
similarity matrix, hence avoiding its recalculation. The researchers apply the developed algorithm for patient
retrieval in an EMR. Each patient is described by an ordered sequence of ICD9 diagnoses. The researchers
analyze various properties of the proposed algorithm on a patient dataset that contains 107 patients described by
ICD9 diagnose sequences.
Rashid et al [43] proposed main most favorable algorithm has been used in succession alignment has
been standing by the dynamic programming techniques. Smith-Waterman algorithm is the usually
employed dynamic programming based series alignment algorithm. Conversely the algorithm employed
quadratic instance as well as space. Heuristic algorithm such as
as well as
these both has been
introduced to rapidity up the series alignment algorithm. FASTA is stand on word investigate where the BLAST
is stand on utmost segment pairs. During word investigated algorithm, lists of words as of the inquiry and
database succession are organism compared to resolve if 2 progressions have a section of satisfactory
resemblance to merit additional alignment applying the Smith-Waterman Algorithm. The present algorithm has
been applied the removed amino acids alphabet to modify the protein sequences in a sequence of integer as well
as employed n-gram to decrease the length of the series. After that the
algorithm has been
utilized to obtain the relationship measure involving 2 sequences.
Changjin Hong et al [44] advocated a highly efficient mechanism for performing updation of local
sequence alignments approach with certain affine gap framework. Principally, employing existing results for
sequence matching amid two sequences of amino acid, in this work the authors performed a noble approach
called forward-backward sequence alignment for generating exploring bands of heuristic types that are in
general bounded by a combination of certain suboptimal paths. With provided conditional updated sequence, the
authors made prediction ffor new score matrix of the sequence alignment for individual contour for selecting the
optimum or potential candidates. At later stage the authors then implemented Smith-Waterman algorithm with
certain definite goal. Additionally, the proposed heuristic sequence alignment for an updated sequence
illustrated that the proposed system might be further enhanced by implementing certain reusable
dynamic programming (rDP).
In
their
work,
they
validated
the
usability
of
in the pruned exploration space. Additionally, they enhanced
the computational efficiency by incorporating quantification and probability analysis of the RNTB tolerance and
switching process to
on certain perturbation-protected columns. In their searching space derived by a
threshold value of 90 percent of the optimal alignment score, the researchers find that 98.3 percent of contours
contain correctly updated paths.
Arslan, A.N.et al [45] constructed a weighted finite automaton from a given regular expression, and
presents a dynamic programming solution that simulates copies of this automaton in looking for data sequencing
with utmost score comprised of the standard expressions. The researchers generalize this approach: 1) The
researchers introduce a variation of the problem for multiple sequences, stated by the standard expression
inhibited multiple sequence alignment scheme; 2) the authors advocated and developed a robust technique for
the situation when the sequential alignments needs are advocated for containing certain query sequence of
standard expressions.
Pulka, A et al [46] contract with a really warm difficulty relating to computation biology - the
penetrating for a specified orientation prototype in a incredibly extended
chain. The software explanation
in the argument area is in completed by quantity of resources as well as processing period. To facilitate is why
multifaceted programmable campaign are additional with further usually used in the applications regarding
microbiology.
The
dissertation
proposed
the
method
that
is
a
customized SmithWaterman active programming technique. The optimization of the whole algorithm as well as utilized resources
is completed with admiration of belongings of
components.
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Shi-Yi Shen et al [47] described generalized errors by mutation model which comes from
bioinformatics. To deal with the sequences with generalized errors, the researchers also need some type of
metric to measure the distance of sequences with various lengths. The query alignment distance is stated by the
distance factor existing amid two query/ data sequences possessing certain errors of generalized category. The
algorithms to calculate the alignment distance were studied in bioinformatics recently, such as SmithWaterman dynamic programming algorithm and SPA algorithm. Under the alignment distance, the researchers
give the definition of the alignment space. For describing the architecture in precise manner for aforementioned
scenario, the author then introduced a mechanism of modular structure theory. A new and stricter proof of
triangle inequality for alignment distance is thus given. In this research work the authors analyzed the
implementation or usability of the alignment space; the model definition and the associated architecture of
generalized error-correcting codes etc. Few of the best performing algorithms and associated codes with small
length have been mentioned. The capacity of error-correction in random codes possessing longer query length
has been discussed. The researchers discuss fault-tolerance complex in cryptography as another application of
the alignment space at the end of the paper
Voss, G. et al [48] proposed a novel method to elevated presentation biological sequence database
scanning at graphics dispensation components. Apply modern graphics dispensation units for elevated
presentation calculating is making possible through after that- enhanced program capability as well as motivated
by their stunning price/presentation ratio along with enormous growth in velocity. To develop a well-organized
mapping on top of this kind of structural design, the researchers have reformulated the SmithWaterman energetic programming algorithm in terms of computer graphics primordial. The outcome of result is
in implementation with important runtime savings on 2 standard off-the-shelf computer realistic cards. As for
information this is the initial description mapping of biological succession alignment on top of a graphics
dispensation unit.
Harris, B. et al [49] explained a narrative
design intended for banded Smith-Waterman, an
algorithmic alternative tune to the requirements of
. These intend design is executed in
Mercury
, their
-accelerated description of the
algorithm. The researchers demonstrate
that Mercury
executes six-sixteen period quicker than software
on a contemporary
while distribute
the same consequences output.
Knowles, G. et al [50] presented a novel system model for exhibiting an efficient protocol for
biological as well as proteomic gene sequencing that ultimately accomplishes an enhanced execution time
acceleration by twice or three times as compared to Smith-Waterman dynamic programming (DP) in hardware.
In their previous papers, the researchers introduce several features of their search algorithm, DASH, which
outperforms NCII-Blast (BLAST) by an order of magnitude in software, and it possesses better functional
sensitivity. In fact, the proposed system DASH was illustrated with its enhanced sensitivity as compared
to Smith-Waterman algorithm. This scheme was developed while employing the concept of biological
progression to comprise of regions with higher homology intersperse with regions of comparatively lower
homology. The proposed approach DASH, the best suitable solution comprises similar diagonals connected by
regions of exact dynamic programming. This is affordable due to the small area of these interconnecting
regions.
Weiguo Liu et al [51] proposed an innovative proceed to bio-sequence database scan employing
computer graphics hardware to increase elevated presentation at low cost. To obtain a well-organized mapping
on top of this kind of structural design, the researchers have re-prepared the SmithWaterman dynamic programming algorithm in conditions of computer graphics primitives. Their OpenGL
completions attain a speedup of roughly 16 on an elevated end graphics certificate over obtainable
uncomplicated as well as optimized CPU Smith-Waterman implementations.
Alpern, B. et al [52] explored the use of some standard and novel techniques for improving its
performance. The researchers begin by tuning the algorithm using conventional techniques. These make modest
performance improvements by providing efficient cache usage and inner-loop code. One novel technique uses
the z-buffer operations of the Intel i860 architecture to perform 4 independent computations in parallel. This
achieves a five-fold speedup over the optimized code (six-fold over the original). The researchers also describe a
related technique that could be used by processors that have 64-bit integer operations, but no z-buffer. Another
new technique uses floating-point multiplies and adds in place of the standard algorithm's integer additions and
maximum operations. This gains more than a three-fold speedup on the IBM POWER2 processor. This method
doesn't give the identical answers as the original program, but experimental evidence shows that the
inaccuracies are small and do not affect which strings are chosen as good matches by the algorithm.
Zheng, Fang et al [53] used Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) GPU to accelerate pair
wise sequence alignment using the Smith-Waterman (SW) algorithm. Smith-Waterman (SW) is by far the best
algorithm for its accuracy in similarity scoring. But the executing time of this algorithm is too long in sequence
www.ijeijournal.com
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alignment. So the researchers describe a multi-threaded parallel design and implementation of the SmithWaterman (SW) on CUDA to reduce execution time. And according the architecture of CUDA, the researchers
have divided the computation of a whole pair wise sequence alignment scoring matrix into multiple submatrices, using 32 threads to process on sub matrices, more over the researchers optimized memory distribution
scheme, and used reduction to find the maximum element of the alignment scoring matrix. The researchers
experiment the algorithm on GeForce 9600 GT, connect to Windows xp 64-bit system. The results show this
implementation achieves better performance than the other parallel implementation on the Graphics Processing
Unit.
Das, S. et al [54] proposed an algorithm for local alignment between two DNA sequences and compare
the performance of the proposed algorithm with Smith-Waterman algorithm. Complexity calculation shows that
the proposed algorithm has a much less time complexity and requires very much less amount of memory storage
than S-W algorithm.
Junid et al [55] planned a novel advance method has identified to decrease the difficulty of
the Smith Waterman algorithm has been used for
implementation. The researchers have proposed the
method for the greatest judgment of the 2
sequencing employing Verilog scheduled Xilinx
. The
Simulation is executing on the ModelSim
III 6.0. The combinational stoppage for the presented
planned smith waterman algorithm which stands on separate as well as conquers method sequencing is 10.214
ns whilst the innovative is 10.295 ns. The researchers have established that smith waterman algorithm is stands
on separate along with conquer method provide improved performance than obtainable method.

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION
In parallel computing scenario the approach of sequential alignment and sequence approach is a robust
and elementary model that assists genome scientists to surmise the biological associations or relationships from
a huge datasets of associated DNA and allied sequences of protein. Such kind of mammoth works cannot be
solved easily by exhibiting conventional string matching operations due to the reason that the genomic queries
or sequences which do share similar biological function transmute over time factor when it is out in the open
with the evolutionary phenomenon or events, and it might not be effective for matching identically for long
time. The other schemes for performing process of genomic sequencing and its comparison like BLAST and
Hidden Markov Models (HMM) exhibits its function on the basis of approximation of string matching
philosophy that estimates the on the whole resemblance existing between genomic strings and are therefore
more robust and forbearing of mismatches. Such kind of fuzzy approaches of string matching issues and
applications might be developed or can be formulated in two diverse approaches. Even the similarity existing
between two dissimilar or parallel strings can be accomplished unambiguously, by reducing certain factors such
as ad hoc cost function or edit distance factor over all probable sequential alignments existing between those
parallel strings.
On the other hand, the metrics or the similarity score can also be estimated stochastically, by at first
estimating the highest possible path with the help of a hidden Markov model (HMM) which has already been
trained from certain sequential input string. These approaches being discussed here are optimization issues and
schemes that need certain optimized dynamic programming (DP) approach to accomplish the goal. In fact the
dynamic programming approaches are much expensive in terms of computational cost and even it becomes
more when it is supposed to perform for comparing large genomic strings. Providentially, the data enslavement
in the repetition associations’ permit certain confined degree of parallelism and the calculation for certain cell
entries of the Dynamic Programming lookup table can further be circulated across certain defined a set of
parallel processors.
The Smith-Waterman (SW) algorithm performs exploration for a query or sequence database for
identifying the available similarities between certain query sequence and a subject sequences. Then while, such
kind of algorithm are least efficient in terms of its performance parameters such as complexity factors in time
and space; the highly rated growth of query sequence also encompasses numerous issues related to computation.
The Smith-Waterman (SW) algorithm [14][15] presents a kind of dynamic programming approach for
identifying the enhanced local sequential alignments of biological gene pairs. Because of its highest optimum
sensitivity for accomplishing local alignments, this kind of parallel programming approach is a fundamental
process in bioinformatics computation, comprising exploration for biological sequence database and manifold
query sequence alignment needs[16][17] and ultimately next-generation query or data sequencing and sequence
alignment [18][19].
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IV. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE
Considering the requirement of a highly robust and efficient system model and approach for parallel
computing applications, here in this research work, the author proposes to develop a highly optimized parallel
programming approach that come up with the optimum sequencing scheme in the form of Diagonal alignment
of genes. The overall objectives of this research work have been classified into two categories. The first states
for General Objectives while another represents Specific Objectives. General objectives are those goal
primitives which represents the ultimate goal of the proposed research. These objectives present the overview of
the goal, which is being proposed to be developed in this thesis work. While Specific objectives are those
objectives which do specifies the exact and precise presentation of approaches and techniques to be used to
accomplish the general objectives. These research objectives have been given as follows:
A. GENERAL OBJECTIVES
 To develop a novel scheme for Biological gene sequencing application.
 To develop a highly robust and efficient approach for parallel computing that could deliver higher
computational efficiency even with minimum time and space requirements for varying sequential length.
 To develop Diagonal Parallel Sequencing and Alignment Approach (DPSAA) for parallel computing
applications.
 To develop an approach for enhancing conventional Smith Waterman (SW) algorithm for gene
sequencing and alignment applications.
 To compare the proposed Diagonal sequencing or alignment approach with other existing parallel and
serial sequential alignment techniques and justify that diagonal query sequencing can be of immense
significance.
B. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
 To develop a highly robust and optimized Smith Waterman algorithm based system model for optimal
and efficient local sequence alignment applications.
 To develop an Intra-task kernel based parallelization technique for Diagonal Parallel Gene Sequence
Alignment Approach that could bring minimum time complexity with higher computation rate with
minimum instruction sets required to execute sequential queries as compared to other parallel as well as
serial gene sequencing techniques.
 To implement the optimized Myers-Miller algorithm approach with a goal to minimize the memory
occupancy and speed up the processing rate even with enhanced computation.
 To develop an optimization approach for accomplishing enhanced Backtracking facility, optimum
sequential distance computation, pairwise estimation and parallelization of progressive sequential
alignment facility for Diagonal sequencing alignment applications such as biological gene sequencing.

V. PROPOSED SYSTEM
Considering the requirement of a highly optimized and efficient system for gene alignment and
biological sequencing with parallel computing process, the author of this research has proposed Smith
Waterman based system developed that could accomplish higher computation rate and gene sequencing. In this
research work, the author has proposed a Smith Waterman algorithm based diagonal sequencing approach that
could accomplish the higher rate sequencing with diagonal scheme. Here in this research work, the author
proposes to implement Myers and Millers algorithm enriched sequencing system that can accomplish optimum
performance even with minimum space utilization and intricacy. The author proposes to implement Intra-task
parallelization based backtracking and sequencing while optimizing trace-backing and optimum midpoint
estimation. In this work, in order to accomplish a fast sequencing and processing facility the author advocate for
a sequential distance computation algorithm that estimates the distance between metrics and nodes so as to
speed up the overall processing of alignments. For developing enhanced sequential distance estimation
algorithm, here in this work the author proposes to develop a novel pairwise alignment scheme that achieves the
goal of optimal local alignment by means of a forward pass and a reverse pass on the alignment matrix of two
different sequences using the smith watermark algorithm. Here in this work, the author takes into consideration
of intra-task parallelogram kernels so as to reduce memory as well as computational counts. On the other hand
the consideration of DP lookup table has been proposed only for reducing computational cost and speedup ratio
while performing on gene sequence with longer query length. The emphasis on trace backing has been
advocated so as to enrich forward and reverse sequencing paradigm and with reduced exploration overheads.
The author proposes to develop an enhanced algorithm for optimum trace backing, mean estimation and
sequence distance computation. Even here in this work, for precise and efficient alignment purpose the author
has proposed for optimized pairwise alignment issue that takes care of every associated parametric enhancement
on smith watermark approach. Figs. 1-3 show the sequential, parallel and diagonal approaches.
www.ijeijournal.com
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Fig. 1: Sequential approach.

Fig. 2: Parallel approach.

Fig. 3: Diagonal approach.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, the predominant factors which has been optimized with its optimum possibility is Smith
Waterman algorithm which functions in a unique Diagonal Parallel Alignment rather being in conventional
serial or parallel sequencing approaches. The development of diagonal parallel sequencing makes the system
efficient for estimating distance matrices and query matching with neighbour matrices that reduces overall
computational count and thus the overall computational cost gets reduced. Similarly, on contrary of
conventional serial and parallel sequencing the proposed approach has performed much better in terms of Query
execution time; speed up ratio, number of computation, reduction in computational costs etc.
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